Technology Basketeers Bow To Trinity College; Freshmen Also Beaten

The Beaver Basketeers, fresh from their victory over B.U.'s Terriers, traveled to Hartford last Saturday night to play Trinity College. The Hartford team proceeded to demolish the Old Charges with a final whistle blow they had a 66-24 victory for themselves.

Trinity Toy Test

At the start of the contest D'onnell's five leaped a quick ten-point lead but the overall height of the Minutemen and their deadly shooting from the outside of the basket couldn't catch up with this drive and the Hartford boys took the lead for the rest of the game.

Down at the half, the Engineers came out fighting, but were unable to stem Trinity's power although they held them scoreless for the last eight and a half minutes of the game.

Giant Stor

Herb Giants led the scoring for the Engineers and his 12 points led the team. He couldn't get under the boards even though the Engineers' record was 5-0, but the Michigander took the honors in this department. Captain Bob Pelletier and Baker were among the finest players. Fred Stowell, a junior at Trinity and a player at 6'2, was an excellent ball stealer. Branch was instrumental in keeping the score to a minimum.

Fresh Defeated

In the freshman game which preceded the varsity contest, Tech's Freshman was last night's winner. The score was 56-24, an indication that the Freshman's team is all the way.

IMTRUER Results

Sigma Alpha Epsilon was the big game of the week by defeating Pi Lambda Phi 24-14. Pi Lambda Phi, who are the league V title last year, did not use their usual star, Gill Lewis, and lost their fifth consecutive game. Sig Alphas pulled the big upset with 20 points to the Kappa Sigma 7.

Iota Sigma Epsilon won the big game of the week by defeating Pi Lambda Phi 24-14. Pi Lambda Phi, who are the league V title last year, did not use their usual star, Gill Lewis, and lost their fifth consecutive game. Sig Alphas pulled the big upset with 20 points to the Kappa Sigma 7.

In league III Delta Phi was dropped one to the Kappa Sigma 8-5. In league IV Theta was dropped by Phi Delta Epsilon 7-2. In league V Pi Lambda Phi 24-15. Pi Lambda Phi, who are the league V title last year, did not use their usual star, Gill Lewis, and lost their fifth consecutive game. Sigma Alpha Epsilon pulled the big upset with 20 points to the Kappa Sigma 7.

In league IV Phi Gamma Delta conquered Riverdale 22-16. Lambda Phi Epsilon, who are the league V title last year, did not use their usual star, Gill Lewis, and lost their fifth consecutive game. Sigma Alpha Epsilon pulled the big upset with 20 points to the Kappa Sigma 7.